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VOS™ has a comprehensive suite of services that can be tailored to meet the
needs of your business. No need to buy or upgrade a server. No need to worry about
backups. No complicated, slow, (or lack of) remote access. VOS™ is affordable,
simple to use, and includes features like the ability to create PDF (Portable Document
Format) files of your documents among other exceptional features!
VOS™ is the premier online service provider of Microsoft® Office, Microsoft®
Exchange email with Microsoft® Outlook, popular accounting software, and other
industry leading software programs. VOS™ can host your programs and data, deliver
consistent speed and reliable service all for a low monthly service fee.
The typical VOS™ customer has Microsoft® Word 2007, Excel 2007,
PowerPoint 2007, accounting software package, and Microsoft® Outlook email including
backup, email protection, free upgrades and more- all for a little over $2 per day! And
they are able to access their programs and data from virtually anywhere there is
Internet access!
Why is the ability to create PDF files important? Protecting intellectual property and
preserving the integrity of your documents are a couple good reasons. Did you know
that when you email an excel worksheet the recipient can change the formulas and
calculations? Or how about lengthy contracts drafted in Word that someone might alter
without your knowledge? PDF files are an important business tool. VOS™ recognizes
that need and provides the resources as part of their Hosted Programs solution- at no
extra charge.
VOS™ offers a unique solution- one that you have probably never seen before.
Find out why there is so much interest in VOS™ services. Contact Sales and schedule
a demo to see the difference and learn more about the VOS™ array of business
solutions!
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